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Q. Today is September 5th 1996. My name is Simon

Levine. am at the Oral History -- am sorry -- the

Holocaust Oral History Project. My cointerviewer is

Gale Moscoso and the photographer is Sean

Simplicio We are interviewing Ernst Valfer.

10 Ernst would you please give us your name

11 where you were born when you were born and your

12 parents name and siblings names and your history asja

13 child and on up. Okay

14 A. Ernst Sigma which dont use in America. use

15 S. Valfer. was born July 1925 in Frankfurt on the

16 Meine Germany. My fathers name was Herman Heinrich

17 Valfer and he was born in the province of Baden near

18 the Alsasian border and my mothers name was

19 Frieda Kahn and she was born also in Baden near the

20 Alsasian border.

21 My mothers family came from Holland which

22 presume had Dutch name Ruess which presumably

23 means that they came from Spain and during the

24 Inquisition weº left entirely or deported and went to

25 Spains enemy which was Holland and eventually
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Hell Hitler in Germany as in France where went to

school later on where the teacher in the classroom the

whole class got up and when Hitler came to power

instead of saying Good morning Mr. Teacher the class

would say Hell Hitler and give salute which was

mandatory.

And if you didnt salute then you were

made fun of in front of the class and accused of not

showing respect for Germany. And if you did salute you

10 were made fun of because Jews would salute the name of

11 Hitler and the Third Reich. So you were constantly

12 whatever you did was disapproved.

13 Then we saw public ander films and

14 very rapidly became very uncomfortable. And as so

15 many other children had to be careful how walked home

16 because every once in while other kids would wait to

17 give us good thrashing. But never was in fight

18 where was left bleeding on the street.

19 left the school when it became untenable

20 when both my parents and the director of the school

21 felt that my continued tenure there would not only not

22 be appreciated but would really be unsuitable.

23 And went and joined very fine Jewish

24 school of higher learning called the Philanthropine

25 which was really one of the best schools in Germany not
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just Jewish. And engaged in sports there and had

very fine education. understand -- just recently

read in this book that the teacher -- the main teacher

of sports who was non-Jewish refused -- but married to

Jewess -- refused to leave her when she was deported

and he went with her and they were both killed probably

in Auschwitz.

Aggravation and threats to the family

continued until the day before Kristallnacht actually

10 the day of Kristallnacht. Whats interesting is that

11 this event was apparently very well planned because you

12 had cleaning woman whose husband was member of the

13 SA and she told us in the spring of 1938 that we should

14 leave the country because something horrible was going

15 to happen in the fall. She didnt know when or what.

16 She just knew something horrible.

17 But at that time -- for the longest time my

18 parents were in this denial stage. This cant really

19 happen and they were well established. Germany wont

20 let it happen and finally if they realize that Germany

21 would let it happen then the foreign countries wont

22 let it happen. After all this is the twentieth

23 century and heard these kinds of talks.

24 They had been living there for long time.

25 My father had been combat soldier in the First World
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War. So leaving at reasonable time was not in the

cards for them. They werent that flexible especially

being German. And by the time they realized which was

sort of in the middle of 38 it was already becoming

impossible.

We had family here. We had an affidavit

but if remember we got little leaflet which said

our waiting number was 13000 something 404 believe

and the quota out of Germany was something over 2000

10 people year. That meant waiting six years. And that

11 was naturally -- we got that probably in early 38.

12 That meant 1944. And so this -- our visa our

13 affidavit in essence became useless.

14 The Kristallnacht even for those who had

15 some forwarning was unexpected in its ferocity. The

16 excuse as we all know was the shooting of second

17 embassy ligation officer Anc Fromrod if remember

18 in Paris by partially deranged young Jewish -- Polish

19 Jewish man named Grinspahn.

20 And that was used in Germany as the

21 official excuse and personally am convinced although

22 it has never been proven since Grinspahn was killed --

23 forgot where but he was killed think before he could

24 go to trial -- that my hunch is my strong belief is

25 that he was set up to do that and Anc Fromrod it
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became known was not devoted Nazi member and so they

were able to kill two birds with one stone.

My father was deported to Buchenwald as we

almost all -- as were all German -- Jewish men from

Frankfurt and from other communities but not from all

other Germany but Frankfurt every man over the age of

16 and they wanted to take me and my mother pleaded

with them but was just 13 and somehow they left me

behind even though they took some other kids probably

10 those who were little bit bigger than was. was

11 not very tall and not very hefty.

12 During that period -- this was my first

13 period and really wanted to deal with that

14 separately but maybe will just incorporate it -- my

15 first period of denial while there was no question that

16 my father was incarcerated -- and even at my age was

17 quite sure am quite sure today knew what that

18 really meant -- couldnt cope with it and so the way

19 cope was having fun doing silly little tricks on

20 friends and family and jokes and laughter in between

21 wanting to have documents duplicated that we needed to

22 get my father out of Buchenwald mostly sworn documents

23 and showing that he was combat soldier and was

24 decorated and all that kind of stuff standing in long

25 lines.
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Before when he was arrested early on the

10th of November think it is they were all

transported to the big exposition hail in Frankfurt and

held there for about 20 hours and this was known and

so my mother went. didnt go.

Fortunately didnt but heard she came

back. And she said that this exposition hail was ringed

with hundreds probably thousands of Frankfurters

Germans and they were yelling they were yelling Kill

10 the Jews. And my feeling today is that while the

11 burning of the synagogues and the looting of the Jewish

12 stores and the looting of homes and families they did

13 not come up to throw off Yiddish on the street in many

14 other parts of the city. That was organized but

15 think coming around to the exposition hall and yelling

16 was voluntary.

17 And for number of people for whom this

18 was wonderful opportunity to vent their additional

19 anger maybe especially those who didnt have chance

20 to really participate in the events of the night before

21 think this must have been devastating exposure to my

22 mother.

23 And to her great credit this woman who

24 was quiet hausfrau who had in the old tradition the

25 home and the kitchen and the family where endeavors --
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also early in 38 my father trained her in the

business to train her in case something happened to

him. And she went to work and she prepared for

immigration and she in essence saved my life because

while my father was at Buchenwald this woman besides

buying few things that she felt we needed for

immigration and working as much as she could on getting

my father out she went to the Israelii Orphanage in

Frankfurt.

10 And she went to the director and she said

11 Listen we have given to you generously. My parents

12 were very generous in Jewish charity. We have given to

13 you generously in the past. Now you have to do

14 something for me. Take my son out because she knew

15 that they were organizing small transports of children

16 and they listened to her and before it was impossible

17 they did take me out.

18 wanted to go back because wanted to

19 read this. This is about the willingness of so many

20 Germans to identify with all the goals of Hitler

21 especially those of his antiSemitism. It wasnt small

22 percentage.

23 just last night was thinking really of

24 what the distribution may have been between Germans

25 who -- normally when we talk about population we
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generally often say it is 30 percent at the extremes

each extreme and 40 percent sort of in the middle who

dont care whether it be American politics or American

social issues.

think Germany it was more than 40 percent

were ardently pro-Nazi including the whole

antiSemitism. Thats my estimate. have never seen

any real figures on it. And think about 40 percent

were in the middle meaning that they didnt care one

10 way or the other. They wouldnt have done anything

11 directly against Jews but they werent particularly

12 concerned either. Just give me my food and shelter

13 and my economic wellbeing and everything else doesnt

14 matter.

15 And probably only 20 percent were in

16 opposition 15 of which would say were in opposition

17 quietly didnt approve but didnt do anything active

18 either in terms of supporting of Jew or protesting of

19 any sort which was naturally almost impossible by that

20 time. Five percent probably of Germans were what we

21 really call good Germans people were not only in

22 consonance but actually did things to help Jews at the

23 danger of their own life.

24 Well one thing that came across in this

25 book called which am reading was written by an
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acquaintance of mine Benjamin Ottmeyer It is

written in German. He was teacher in Frankfurt and

has made it his task to document the treatment of Jews

in the City of Frankfurt. And this book is what it was

like for students to be -- Jewish students during the

time of Hitler.

The front picture is of class where on

the blackboard it is written the Jews are our biggest

Enemy. Guard yourself before any Jew and the picture

10 shows class looking at the blackboard and the teacher

11 pointing at it and two Jewish students standing to the

12 side in front of the blackboard with their heads down

13 obviously ashamed.

14 Do you want to show that

15 THE VIDEOGRAPHER If you can just hold

16 that yeah. Hold it one second.

17 A. Continuing It is very powerful document. It

18 reminds me of many things that saw and it is one of

19 many books he has written.

20 Anyway what this is is letter in 1935

21 very early before -- the Nurernberg laws think had just

22 been promulgated and it is written and dont think

23 this was instigated. think this was totally voluntary

24 by what we call the PTA the parents group at public

25 school in the City of Homburg and it is addressed to
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the high senate of Homburg obviously city council of

some sort and in it this Parents Association asks the

high senate to take the Jewish kids out of their public

schools.

They are saying it is not fair to German

children to have to be together with their own children

and there are Jewish schools. Send them to Jewish

schools and since the Jews own half the property or one

third of the property of Homburg which was obviously

10 not right the Jews could build more schools if they

11 needed it and they say then in summary -- they say

12 first the presence of Jew hurts the German sensitivities

13 of the non-Jewish kids.

14 Secondly there is nearby Jewish school

15 they could go to. Down here they say since 40 percent

16 of all real estate in Homburg is Jewish which is

17 probably wild exaggeration -- Homburg was not

18 particularly Jewish town maybe two or three percent

19 maybe five -- let the Jews build their own schools.

20 Finally the Germans are building schools.

21 The Jews make themselves big and fat on the sweat of the

22 Germans and well unfair only they use much more

23 words. Therefore with German greetings we ask that

24 they be removed.

25 We are back to Kristallnacht. My father
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did come back. Most of the Jews came back after four or

six weeks. remember was lying in bed and he came

in and my father was -- never seen my father cry. He

was very correct German but he came home and his

head was shaven. He looked terrible. remember that.

Somewhere have picture of him taken

after he returned and he kissed me in bed but he was

not able to speak for several days. All he could say is

Horrible horrible.

10 The Germans made one mistake as far as my

11 family is concerned. Half the people they let out of

12 Buchenwald maybe more than half of the Jews in

13 Frankfurt. They made them sign an agreement that they

14 would be out of Germany within believe 90 days or

15 they would be immediately rearrested. Those Jews went.

16 They didnt care where they went. They went.

17 My father maybe because of his record in

18 the First World War they did favor to they thought

19 they didnt make him sign that he would leave Germany.

20 And so while when my father came back he recognized that

21 he had to leave and they tried everything. They bought

22 visas that were on the black market for Europewide and

23 all kinds of countries and they turned out to be false

24 spent huge amounts of money.

25 And dont know where they got it really
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because the condos were already blocked by that time

and we had as part of the one billion mark compensation

to Germany we had to give up all of our jewelry all

the silver all the gold my mothers diamond earrings

plus huge amount of money that my father could put his

hands on.

But he wouldnt consider he still wouldnt

consider taking extreme measures like going to China or

Russia or wherever there were openings. He wanted to go

10 to western country suppose. We tried also to get

11 to England. In fact they had shipped some goods

12 already to England and my mother smuggled out diamonds.

13 dont know where she could buy it but she bought

14 diamonds. My parents bought diamonds.

15 They were probably not the best since you

16 had to buy them on the black market and she

17 experimented and she embedded them in soap health

18 soap she made up in the kitchen and then they were

19 given to smugglers who were to smuggle them to my uncle

20 in Paris who was supposed to then make deposit

21 security deposit for them in England so they could go to

22 England.

23 And naturally very little got into my

24 uncles hands because the smugglers besides getting

25 big amount of money beforehand would keep half of it
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maybe more than half of it and so while it slowly

increased it didnt increase fast enough and dont

know how many pounds you had to have on deposit in

England so nothing came of that.

left Germany in March believe of

1939. And was taken by the orphanage. They were

forming small childrens transport. They had

permission to take something like 12 kids from Frankfurt

to Paris. And was one of the 12.

10 remember saying good bye to my mother who

11 did not want to go to the train station. And she put on

12 brave face as my mother was able to do but am sure

13 the moment the door had closed she broke down. didnt

14 know that. didnt really want to know it. My father

15 took me to the train station and he was crying

16 bitterly.

17 And was calm partially because didnt

18 know that this was separation for life and really

19 believed that somehow they would come out soon and we

20 would be together again and partially it was by that

21 time very well built up defense mechanism. After all

22 had been six years under this particular kind of

23 antiSemitism and persecution and sometimes hear

24 Americans talk about antiSemitism Jews and how bad

25 certain things are or the blacks and in my mind
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sometimes if it is rational discussion will bring

itup.

There is total difference if you are in

an antiSemitic local environment even in the deep

south and have lived in the south here but where you

know that at least the law is on your side. The police

may not always be if you are black lets say but the

law is on your side.

And there is no official policy of

10 extermination Lynching of an individual. In Germany

11 when you know it the law is not on your side. The

12 country is not on your side. There is no way you can

13 ask policeman for protection. They would laugh at

14 you.

15 In this book from the School of

16 Philanthropine in 1941 there is letter from the

17 director of the two Jewish schools that were still in

18 existence to the lord mayor of Frankfurt asking for

19 protection for their children because they were being so

20 harassed and beaten up that they couldnt go to school

21 many of them.

22 And they must have known by then that they

23 would only laugh at them. Nothing happened naturally

24 but they probably felt they had to try. When you know

25 that nobody is with you except your parents or close
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friends it is devastating devastating experience.

But had learned -- had learned even if

was beaten up it was never that bad. had stiff

upper lip to push it down to swallow it to make due

as if nothing had happened. And thats what we did in

France. We all missed -- none of us had our parents

with us. We went into collection of beautifully run

homes by the OASC. OASC was initially Russian

organization and it stood -- Organized for the Safety

10 of Children.

11 And the baroness of work child and the

12 baroness of Krans and lot of other notable French

13 Jews supported it. We all did as if the world were

14 normal. And am sure all of us deep down knew that the

15 world was tragic for us. The only time we let our hair

16 down and cried bit was on air recsheabut when we had

17 onic Shabbat and we would sing songs mostly French

18 and some German.

19 And one of the kids -- she lives now in

20 Marinz and identified -- become very prominent Jews

21 very prominent Jewish philanthropic activities and she

22 would sing song called the Song of Mother the seed on

23 mudder and it was sort of missing the mother and

24 we obviously all missed them. Well she sang that song.

25 We would sometimes cry but otherwise all of us hid it
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magnificently to our own detriment.

When the Germans marched it was the quiet

war think it was called from 39 through 40 some

bombing attacks and we build an air raid shelter and

we went into it and would sing French songs but we felt

relatively secure. Sometimes you had few bombs

drop but in 40s the German troops marched through

Holland and Belgium into France and France crumpled

and with it crumpled another backbone that we had

10 because we all believed that France and England were

11 going to survive and the world was going to be okay

12 again.

13 received French citizenship as

14 protective device but the Germans marched right in and

15 the day before the Germans reached Paris we all bundled

16 in train going south. We didnt know where and took

17 our few personal belongings left left most of the stuff

18 behind including all of our tools because we also

19 operated an aut school. learned cabinet making and

20 learned cabinet making and shoe repair and dress

21 making tailoring.

22 Unfortunately our director general

23 fantastic person had gone ahead and he said take the

24 train in that direction. will look what can find

25 and he met us at the train and he said in limoge he
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said we go two more stations and then we all get out.

And we got out and he had an abandoned castle not

castle -- yeah sort of castle with towers relatively

small way out in the country away from any city away

from anything few farm houses around it.

And we all got out and that became our new

home and we built -- we got some tools and we built

the furniture. There was no furniture there. We built

it and there lived for year but it wasnt safe

10 either. It was unoccupied France but very often at

11 night you would see the black limousines come French

12 limousines run by the black security and really it was

13 Fascist police force.

14 France was lot of antiSemitism as we all

15 know and while most of the people around us didnt care

16 one way or the other the security cared very much and

17 so they would pick up. They would pick up. In the

18 mornings one or two people were missing. All the kids

19 kids who were 16 took them away. We never saw them

20 again and during the day when we had always lookout

21 and when we saw these limousines come way far away we

22 would all empty out from the class rooms the workshops

23 wherever we were and we would go in the forest and we

24 would hide until it was all clear.

25 We lived on almost nothing because the
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produles from the markets was taken over by the

Germans. The farmers wouldnt sell us. We didnt have

enough money and they wanted for themselves and

little bit on the black market. So we ate whatever we

could find which was mostly to beenabule which is an

unpalatable reaux that in normal days we only harvested

for picks. But we tried to eat it cook fried boiled

you name it. It was unpalatable anyway.

We had -- we got meat three cubes once

10 week. If it rolled across the floor for ten yards we

11 would go after it blow on it and eat it. And we got

12 milk by traveling on bicycle all around the countryside

13 to farmers and asking if they could spare liter of

14 milk and did that very often.

15 And remember must have had three liters

16 of milk in my backpack and altogether for about 150 to

17 200 kids and adults we got about six eight liters

18 day. And fell. These were country roads with path.

19 There was big stone. My bike tipped over and broke

20 the milk. This was catastrophe for me. It is all

21 right. Three liters less but felt let everybody

22 down.

23 Also milk remember the biggest present

24 have ever given anybody except my love to family and

25 friends but the biggest physical present have ever
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given to anybody was piece of bread. Some of the

kids the parents were able to get out. They lived in

other parts of unoccupied France and one kid went home

came back with care package from his parents loaf

of bread little bit of butter maybe little bit of

cheese. forgot.

And he shared it as we all did whatever we

had and got one slice of bread nice fresh bread this

thick little bit of butter on it. Indicating. And

10 on my way to my bedroom met my quote girlfriend.

11 It was very very proper. The French were so strict

12 mean nothing physical went on but she was wonderful

13 girl. She survived the war in Switzerland and met

14 her and she looked at it and could see the hunger in

15 her eyes. And gave her that piece of bread. said

16 Oh got lots of it. Without question it is the

17 biggest physical present have ever given anybody in my

18 life.

19 At age 16 you were considered an adult.

20 told you before at age 16 you went to Buchenwald

21 sometimes 15 and even some 14 year-old kids. Age made

22 no difference in terms of deportation. There were two

23 children transports organized by HYASE in America with

24 the assistance of the American French service committee

25
because HYASE asis Jewish organization couldnt
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operate any more in Europe even though America was not

in the war yet and the first one was in May of 41 and

the second one was in September and they couldnt

organize third one because American ended the war in

December.

understood later that my name was

initially on that first list. Then it was crossed out.

And this educator in France who was actually Viennese

and was prominent member of the European Socialist

10 Party and the director the superintendent of education

11 for Vienna Shushnik before Hitler took over then he

12 escaped to France and then he was on the German wanted

13 list and so he had to leave us and go underground.

14 And he was eventually able to get to

15 America before we did and he was consulted on that list

16 of children transports. He saw my name crossed out and

17 he insisted that be put back in because we were very

18 very close when he was there and was the president of

19 the home the student president. And was put back on

20 the list.

21 And this was again my saving grace because

22 by the next transport would have been 16 and would

23 not have been eligible. Here was one month two

24 months away from being 16. was shipped out again

25 very difficult good bye because suppose deep down we
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knew again that those who stayed behind might not

survive and indeed most of them didnt some did.

Good byes have been difficult for me ever

since. It is very very painful to say good bye to

anybody even patients who want to say good bye to and

that they are well enough but it is very hard very

hard.

As digression -- my daughter just

graduated from university back East and went back to

10 Israel for year and have not had problems saying

11 good bye to my daughters when they went to the East

12 coast but going to Israel different country long

13 ways it was very hard on me and didnt even really

14 realize why until after she had left when remembered

15 saying good bye to my parents leaving for country

16 different country and actually thinking would see

17 them again but not seeing them. And certainly hope to

18 see my daughter after year. Lots can happen. No

19 Nazis here but lots can happen.

20 So came to America on Portuguese small

21 Portuguese vessel that had been used for the coastal

22 trade to the Portuguese colonies and we couldnt take

23 any luggage just tiny little thing because every

24 space and every pound of weight was reserved for

25 refugees and they were stacked literally stacked all
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over the ship. The holds didnt carry any cargo.

Instead the holds were converted to bunks and people

were everywhere and had this big Portuguese flag on the

side. Thats how neutral countries identified

themselves with big flash beacon on it so it would

visible. Still the Germans German submarine stopped us

one night and searched and finding no contraband and

Portugal being neutral let us go on.

dont know how much to tell about my life

10 in America later on maybe about my struggle to come to

11 grips with my own history the penalties paid for it

12 for living through it all and partially certainly

13 denying if not suppressing what went on.

14 But did join the American Army in 1943

15 believe late 43 or early 44. did go to England and

16 fought the battles of the Rhine and the War and stayed

17 during the occupation. became an intelligence

18 officer and also America only really half heartedly

19 participated in deNazification and the arresting of

20 Nazis. It was burning cold within me. had some

21 junior agents arrest very famous SS general four-star

22 general of the SS at his home. This was after the war

23 was over and he denied being Nazi and we showed him

24 photographs you know. But something interesting

25 happened before.
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As said fought the battles of the

Rhine and the battles of the War. The battle of the

Rhine was from the Belgium border all way to the Rhine

cQ
and was there at the Remarken Bridge but thats not

important. What is important is when peace or when

there was not peace but Armistice was transferred

from the War to Munich. was civilian soldier then

not an officer in military police battalion and we

would pick up from Dachau SS every day for work details

10 and didnt liberate Dachau but the first time was

11 there was fairly short after liberation and evidence

12 was still all around.

13 But then they cleaned it up and they put

14 SS in it or the SS they put it in it and they cleaned

15 it up. And picked up truckload of SS people for

16 daily duties. And my sense of fury must have been

17 frightening to me and so really suppressed it

18 totally totally.

19 Instead went over the other way.

20 dont think -- Im sure it was not an identification to

21 the enemy. This happens often in long captivity because

22 didnt identify them. didnt identify what their

23 goals had been but couldnt -- couldnt deal

24 suppose with my real anger and fury.

25 So became very polite almost generally
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made sure they had enough food while they were working.

There was never any need for water. They were well

treated. can kick myself for it but thats the way

had to act.

Interesting side light again when was

in intelligence we would do interrogating and we used

psychological coercion but never physical and once

was walking home and had two -- was in uniform --

and had an officers gun on my side these old .45s in

10 big holster had on snap and then had an underarm

11 weapon in case anything ever happened to me and somebody

12 robbed me of that had my little weapon.

13 We all did that in the intelligence but

14 was surprised one night. This was peace already by

15 gun man who -- when saw him he was standing in front

16 of me with drawn pistol. dont really know what he

17 wanted but for split second when all the options went

18 through my head you know reaching for gun which

19 would have to unbuckle and pull the gun out and pull the

20 safety by that time if he was serious would be long

21 dead.

22 couldnt get at it because it was inside

23 my jacket and had an officers trench coat on top

24 and so the only alternative that made sense was to run

25 in the darkness and between trees and he couldnt take
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beat on me. He ran for while and then he gave up.

was stupid enough to put it into the intelligence

report for that day and my commanding officer was

furious that one of his people would run rather than

stand and fight.

To him it was inconceivable. He was an

idiot. Really he did lot of things that were totally

idiotic. The man was not intelligent to be like that.

He was really outright dumb. So he banned me. He said

10 am going to send you away learn how to beat up

11 people interrogate people and beat them up and make you

12 tough. had been through two battles. He hadnt.

13 So he sent me away from Munich to resort

14 town where there was another detachment. Supposedly

15 there was guy there who was good at beating up people.

16 Well didnt learn how to beat up people but think

17 made fairly good intelligence officer.

18 humorous interlude that comes to mind

19 you know this was Armistice time and already

20 Americans -- Americans always -- all intelligence groups

21 spy on all others. Americans spy on the English and the

22 French and the Russians and the Czech and they spied on

23 each other and the French spied. This is just the way

24 it is.

25 But most of our effort was then by the late
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40s mid 46 was directed to the Eastern Block. And

some agents had discovered drop point for information

presumably from Germans who had information about

Americans and were delivering it to -- forgot --

Czechs believe who at that time believe were

part of the Russian Block.

And so at one point they decided before it

was picked up to pick up what was there and see what the

evidence was and they found little scroll and they

10 had lots of language experts. Nobody could read it. So

11 they called me in and looked at it and laughed

12 because it was Nazoosa In other words they had

13 found out what we were doing and they were playing

14 trick on us. So went to Sheimiasia.

15 became quite disappointed in 46 already

16 that lot of Nazis were let go because they had

17 connections the big ones had connections. remember

18 had very important Nazi arrested very important

19 civilian Nazi but very important and by order of the

20 Secretary of State we had to release him. And then

21 later on he was whisked to America on the request of

22 General Motors. Apparently he had had good contacts

23 with General Motors before the war and they wanted to

24 save him.

25 So the denazification was except for the
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Nuremberg trials and few things and few people who

were hanged early the denazificaiton became bit of

disappointment. All the eyes were on the East and so

left in 47 and went back to college. have been

working teaching doing research ever since retiring

coming out of retirement.

Well lets see. What else Well let me

talk little more about how we psychologically coped

with it. Mostly as said it was by denial. We

10 had -- we met -- we befriended Jewish family in

11 little village north of Frankfurt where spent with my

12 mother on holiday. He was what you call in trade farm

13 animals. Maybe he was even butcher forgot. And

14 they were going to Palestine. And everything was ready.

15 And the night before they were to leave

16 some kids from the village -- it was little village

17 they lived in -- came and smashed his windows. Well he

18 was from the village. He didnt know how severe

19 restrictions were on Jews and this was in 38

20 suppose early 38. And he ran after the kids and he

21 knew them all little village and he gave them

22 little bit of thrashing you know probably with his

23 hand.

24 Well at least one of the kids wore the

25 Hitler Youth uniform while they were smashing windows.
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And you touch somebody in uniform it becomes

immediately degradation of the state. So he was

immediately arrested. And on the way to jail he killed

himself didnt go to Palestine. So the mother and

daughter came to Frankfurt and we took the daughter in

what was called sort of member of the family which

meant she got paid and she was fed and she had room

and she helped in the house.

Now this daughter she was not brilliant.

10 am sure her name was Elizabeth began to flirt

11 across the street from us was hotel called the

12 Bosslerhoff. It was the official hotel in Frankfurt

13 not the finest but the official hotel for Hitler or any

14 of his top entourage to stay at whenever they came to

15 town because they were early Nazis and whenever anybody

16 would stay there right across the relatively small

17 street would see him go on the balcony greet the

18 masses because people would line up the street like

19 this. Indicating.

20 could have jumped out of the third story

21 window and never would have hit pavement lined up

22 day and night shouting for Hitler to come on the balcony

23 and to greet them. And whenever big Nazi official was

24 there little depontons little house next to the

25 hotel was occupied by an SS guard and this girl started
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to flirt with the SS guard first from our balcony to

theirs and then she started going on with him. So my

mother caught her but am convinced today that she

just couldnt -- it was not that she was -- didnt care

or was insensitive. think the loss of her father in

these conditions so immediately no time to get used to

it flipped her and she went into this identification

with the oppressor.

So thats another way of coping. In

10 France in France after the German invasion of Northern

11 France and Western France even though was president

12 and member of the judicial council and probably very

13 popular and very much one of the favorites of the

14 director general also sought loneliness.

15 And had an accordion little accordion

16 brought with me from Germany and would go in one of

17 the meadows because we lived in forest. And would

18 play and would sing to myself. My voice was never

19 that good that would sing farthest. And what would

20 sing very often besides melancholy songs you know

21 German French melancholy like do we need to separate

22 without hope of seeing each other again but what

23 played very often was one area from the Layhau

24 operetta Land of Smiles Das Land Esleshian

25 And in that area the hero of the
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Potacanist to Chinese nobleman who had married

Viennese woman who couldnt bear living in China went

back. And he expresses his grief of her loss. And he

says repeatedly in that song Always smile. Always be

seem happy no matter what happens. Just dont let

anybody else look into you look inside you. What goes

on within you is nobody elses business.

And think this became my motto. It is

nobody elses business and it went so far that think

10 to say it is not enemy business. And thats deeply

11 buried. know it is not total denial. knew what

12 went on.

13 learned before went in the Army in 1941

14 from an aunt who was half Jewish in Berlin that my

15 parents had been deported and while didnt hear that

16 they were definitely dead until after the war when

17 went back to Germany as soldier in 45 and went to the

18 residuals of the Jewish Community and the City hall to

19 get death certificate that my parents had been in the

20 very first transport had been shipped out of Frankfurt

21 in September 41.

22 And thought for the longest time they

23 were sent directly to Auschwitz and only recently

24 through the Red Cross found out that no they were

25 sent to what was called Lipsmuenstat which is the
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wharf the ghetto. And hope they perished there.

They eventually took all survivors from the ghetto and

took them to Auschwitz Auschwitz Bergenau. But

think my parents not being used to the brutal

conditions in that ghetto no food no water no

clothing no heat no medication hope God was

merciful and let them die early so they never had -- at

least they died among Jews and not in gas chamber.

have seen the gas chambers and saw the

10 ovens. saw them in Dachau. It is terrible sight.

11 As said received the last letter from my parents.

12 was at that time living with my aunt and uncle in

13 San Francisco in 1941 and dont know what happened to

14 it and yesterday while looking for some momentos to

15 show here today told Si know have in my house an

16 identification plate for the Gestapo which liberated

17 some after the war.

18 was going to bring that in no pictures

19 just saying German eagle on it and the Nazi eagle

20 Haddencoitz Swastika. Thats all they had to show.

21 And the other thing that have and that was going to

22 bring in was little clay tablet which number is

23 punched and that was used at Dachau to make money.

24 When one of the prisoners was killed or the

25 few that died of natural causes and then was cremated
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at least in the beginning while there were still Jews in

Germany they would write the family so and so has died.

You can have the ashes for whatever it was 100 marks

maybe certain sum.

They wouldnt give them free and most

families would pay and then they took from huge drum

which still remember seeing there handful shovel

full of ashes put them in container and put this

little clay mark over the prisoner number on top of the

10 ashes and then sealed it and sold it. But anyway

11 looking for these momentos came across box

12 havent seen in years and years. And rifled through

13 it very fast and saw the envelope of my mothers --

14 my parents last letter.

15 Maybe as go through it in more peace over

16 the weekend will find the letter but think --

17 dont think can read it any more. And remember when

18 it arrived in 41 in San Francisco and my mother -- my

19 mother knew. She always knew more than my father. Or

20 she wanted to know more. And she said cannot believe

21 in God any more. There is no God or whats happening.

22 And that her solace was they knew their son

23 to be safe in America. So will find it hope.

24 have put it away but dont think can ever read that

25 letter again. Something else happened to me and
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forgot what it was. Well when learned -- at that

time never cried. didnt cry when left my

parents. didnt cry when left France and my

friends. didnt cry when got this letter. didnt

cry when heard that my parents had been deported and

didnt cry when found out that my parents were dead

1946. didnt learn how to cry about my parents until

much later in life and after much therapy.

While was in the military and was

10 eventually chief director of the intelligence common

11 intelligence in three counties in Germany and in each

12 of the counties there was large DP camp and while

13 shared power with the official military government

14 which was unit Kissinger -- Henry Kissinger was in

15 it -- think in Munich actually was much more active

16 than the military government having actual officers in

17 the county seat.

18 And but even there remember am totally

19 amazed. knew some of the DPs who would come out

20 rabbi and few others and employed some of them in

21 one of my offices but incomprehensible to me today

22 did not take the time to really visit. had this

23 responsibility for these counties for eight ten months

24 maybe.

25 received delegations from them and talked
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to them and tried to give them what protection could

because it was still Palestine and it was closed. The

British asked the Americans to intercept transports of

DPs going illegally to Palestine. So there was an

order which probably is the only order never

followed.

Sometimes knew they were organizing

transport and just didnt know never sent out

intercepting forces but didnt visit. didnt

10 really become involved with the people who had suffered

11 much much more than I. Again suppose just

12 couldnt take it. just couldnt take it.

13 Well why dont we make short pause

14 Pause.

15 Well one of the things think that is

16 worth mentioning one of the consequences of this kind

17 of defensive behavior well in general about two

18 three years ago we had major reunion in Los Angeles of

19 kids who were in these homes in France these OASE

20 homes from all over the United States and even some

21 came from Europe and Israel.

22 And there was lot of gaiety and

23 happiness and among those grownups now who had been in

24 the same home that was even today felt -- and

25 maybe am reading into their behavior what isnt there
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and projecting my own state -- that they all have left

lot behind that none of us are really complete. Some

of us -- worked with one kid for many years when

was -- was on my staff worked with two. One was

somewhat similar to my life.

He left his parents lost his parents went

to France lived in the homes and then got to know

him quite well because hired him. He never really

talked about his Jewishness didnt feel very much

10 Jewish. For that matter he didnt ever talk about his

11 parents.

12 If wanted to know something about his

13 parents had to pull it word by word. All he

14 identified with were the foster parents in America who

15 then adopted him. Those were his parents. His real

16 parents who he left little younger than was maybe

17 about 10 11 he never -- didnt think about them

18 didnt think about France didnt think about anything

19 just went through life. And read something like that

20 either -- think we all had our strong defenses and

21 with many of us these defenses are still operating

22 maybe somewhat diminished but they are still there.

23 My own penalty for all these defenses is as

24 young man in America just finished my first degree

25 in 1950 developed colitis ulcerative colitis. At
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that time didnt know what it was and then it

disappeared and then came back more forcefully few

years later and read lot about it. And the

literature at that time identified not just stress. But

they identified that there were certain correlative

studies being ulcerative colitis over the unmourned loss

of loved one.

tried to make that into case in the

German courts for compensation for both physical and

10 mental suffering and costs associated with it but

11 didnt win. And today mourning correlative cause effect

12 relationship are not thought of as strongly as it was in

13 the mid SOs early 50s subject to anxieties not

14 debilitating ones.

15 But probably more than more average

16 American born persons there is anxiety and in me not so

17 much about antiSemitism or even fear for Israel

18 although there is lot of fear there but just events

19 that other people maybe can ride over more readily more

20 easily. have little more difficulty coping. And

21 maybe the biggest penalty is what the slogan never again

22 means to me personally.

23 While strongly believe in the general

24 interpretation of never again never let something like

25 the holocaust happen again and while try have been
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very active in the Jewish Community until recently

trying to do everything including sending my daughter

to Israel to make sure it doesnt happen in the world

again but this never again think also happened

inside of me.

And only over the last year or so with the

help of friend and therapist have come to realize

that what said is never will be heard like that

again. Never will be that heard as to have to leave

10 my parents behind. will never see them again. And

11 think -- actually am quite sure that this slogan or

12 me has contributed to some inhibitions on intimacy with

13 all people. prefer to talk about others. Maybe as

14 psychologist thats easy. Maybe thats why became

15 eventually psychologist.

16 didnt start out that way. listened to

17 others and dont have to listen to myself. am very

18 good at working with other people that have problems

19 never been quite as good working on my own. But here

20 am 71 years old and am still struggling with the

21 residual of never again in my sole in my spirit.

22 So naturally the guilt feelings it has

23 been so very well treated and why did get out at the

24 last minute in Germany Why did get out at the last

25 minute in France and so many of my family didnt make
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it. have never worked hard on that because maybe

feel that the guilt feelings are not that strong that

some of us had to make it so that there will be never

again for everybody.

But in our own societies and our own

inhibitions are still there. And am -- will probably

work on that for the rest of my life by myself

sometimes with little help. It is the penalty we paid

for surviving. And it is interesting that Si had called

10 me two months ago or so and have never really told my

11 wife until yesterday.

12 She knew it was going to be something about

13 the holocaust but never told much about it and even

14 yesterday said need to look find some momentos and

15 wasnt successful and she was quite angry and

16 rightfully so for not really sharing this with her. Not

17 that she wanted to come here but sharing that this was

18 going to be going on. My own thinking is is it really

19 of interest to anybody else

20 Also as the time came close to today

21 became more involved not that did much preparation

22 except did little search last night but became

23 more involved how important it is to leave document

24 even though it is one of thousands and thousands of

25 documents but whatever and the others have to
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contribute it enriches the world just little bit and

education has always been very important to me. So

thats why am very willing participant.

have few words at the end but am

open -- no no sometime will fit them in -- but am

open for interview.

Q. Tell us about the organization that took you to

France and how you lived there and how long you lived

there.

10 A. The organization that took me think it was

11 called the Israelii Wisenhaus the Jewish orphanage in

12 Frankfurt which my parents had very generously -- been

13 very generous contributors. was in it once or twice

14 nice orphanage for the time at least that was my

15 impression but otherwise think met the director

16 once. Otherwise had very little to do with it. But

17 certainly they saved my life. wouldnt have been

18 able to get out just like my parents didnt get out.

19 The organization in France was initially

20 formed in Russia in the 20s believe or in 1910

21 somewhere around there -- may be wrong -- to provide

22 support to Jewish children in Russia who either had no

23 homes or impoverished and so on. And then sometime

24 during the 30s it was exported to France. It is still

25 in existence. They treat mostly French almost entirely
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French children both immigrants from North Africa

Jewish and from other parts of the French former

French Empire as well as French children.

Those of us who were in the organization

during the 30s and 40s they referred to as laisiau

sien the aged. And give some money every once in

while and get correspondence and am very active. In my

day they operated believe something like four homes

all around Paris and the suburbs in Mamaoncie or

10 Obohn. dont know where else was first

11 Mamaoncie then in Obohn.

12 And then later on in Southern France the

13 theme was to help children live as secure and normal

14 life as possible without trying to imitate home of --

15 parents home. And remember this director general

16 his name was Ernst Puppernick had lot of debates in

17 America because of our attempts not to institutionalize

18 but rather to send kids out into foster homes and Ive

19 known bunch of kids who came with me went to foster

20 homes didnt have any relatives.

21 And it never really worked out that well.

22 He believed you couldnt and you shouldnt try to

23 imitate what your private home was like. Instead he

24 felt secure institution run with love and

25 understanding and lot of -- even therapy in the
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broadest sense was better place.

And agree was -- to the extent we could

be happy was there and had lived probably instead

with French family of whom many knew because we

would spend Passover with them and Shabbat it wouldnt

have been as good. He was unusually enlightened by the

way he came to America. He was both professor at Queens

College and the director general of the Willowick School

for Boys where frim was made about him and book

10 ha been written about him very famous educator in

11 America personal friend of Eleanor Roosevelt.

12 They saved lot of kids but those who

13 didnt make it on those two transports either went to

14 Auschwitz or went into hiding and none of them survived

15 in hiding.

16 Q. You were president of your group there

17 A. Of the home of the home.

18 Q. Of the home.

19 A. Yeah. This Ernst Puppernick believed in what is

20 commonly in America -- wasnt known in Europe -- in

21 student government and the student government was to

22 share with the adult government the administration

23 certain problems and finding solutions as well as

24 settling issues among ourselves including grievances

25 and complaints and this was -- we had real elections
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and was elected repeatedly as long as was there.

And we also formed general council meaning the

presidents of each of the homes got together as

general council and before we left Paris and it became

imminent when the Germans had began to breech the

Belgium border became imminent we would have to run

Ernst called me in and said Well we cant take

everybody where am going. We have to split. Help me

make list of the kids that should go with me and the

10 kids that go to another home that we will find somewhere

11 in the South. He didnt even know whether the South

12 would be run over by Germans.

13 thought for moment and was 14 15

14 maybe and said cannot do that. cannot

15 determine which child will have the privilege --

16 because we all felt it was more secure and we all loved

17 this man to go where you are going and which child has

18 to go some place else. This was beyond my maturity.

19 And had never regretted that didnt make that

20 decision so he made it.

21 Q. Did you go with him

22 A. Yeah.

23 Q. When you were in this home in the southern part of

24 France you mentioned some of the older children were

25 picked up by the security. Was that during the night
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or how did that happen Where were they

A. Usually they came at night.

Q. And where were these children

A. In bed. Also some of the adults they would pick

up every once in while. Most of the adults were

French. They werent immigrants and we would find out

the next morning so and so was missing.

Q. So it was never in an area where you were sleeping

You never witnessed this

10 A. No. They would come drive up wake up the

11 administrator the director and say We have list.

12 Would you get so and so And then the director would

13 go into the bedroom wherever so and so was pick him up.

14 That was the last. Sometimes they came during the day

15 and told you then if we had enough warning we would

16 all scatter into the woods.

17 We knew the woods anyway because there was

18 no fuel and we would go into the woods to fell trees

19 so became lumberjack part-time and we all by hand

20 felled big trees with double saw and axes and split

21 the wood cut it up. Because of that it was very hard

22 laborer. Those of us who did that volunteered to do it

23 power boys. We got extra food ration for the hard

24 laborer and the extra food was one hard boiled egg

25 which again also was rarity.
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Q. want you to go back to your early childhood. You

never mentioned what your father did for living.

A. My father was wine and spirits manufacturer. We

had our own vineyards and importer and exporter but

unfortunately he didnt export to foreign countries

because had he -- like an uncle of mine in Mannheim was

in the same business except he didnt have his own

vineyards. He only bought and he sold. He sold lot

to France and Switzerland and England so he had lot

10 of money out. So when it became time for him to leave

11 he had the money. My father exported all over Germany

12 but not to foreign countries.

13 Q. Were you an only child.

14 A. had sister. She died very early and before

15 was born probably of membrane disease from what

16 little can now put together. And then when came to

17 America adopted my cousin with whose parents was

18 living as my sister and we think of each other as

19 brother and sister to this day but thats adoptive.

20 Q. If you could go back before the Germans scare when

21 you were younger around or or could you take us

22 through typical day with your mother and father how

23 typical day would go smoothly maybe

24 A. Well typical day in grammar school and also

25 later was we would if remember correctly think we
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all had breakfast together and suppose it was mostly

hot cereal but dont remember maybe an egg every

once in while and would go to school. There was

always some antiSemitism. Thats basic. It is germane

in both France and Germany and Austria and Poland and

Czechoslovakia -- well every place but it wasnt that

virulent you know it was just -- there are some books

out the Jews responsible for everything and the Jews

sold out Germany in Versailles. That we lived with.

10 This was the environment. We felt it was just normal.

11 think we wouldnt know what the world was coming to if

12 there wasnt some antiSemitism.

13 Q. Were you ever beat up for antiSemitic reasons

14 A. Before Hitler no. No. If somebody would yell an

15 epithet at me and like salute big Jew didnt pay

16 attention to it didnt defend it. It was irrelevant.

17 had lot of non-Jewish friends and some Jewish

18 friends.

19 Q. Did your parents have non-Jewish friends too

20 A. My parents were very -- not very social. think

21 it comes from my father. For him to be somewhat removed

22 was natural. My mother think was much more bubbly

23 much more social but in German fashion at that time

24 Germany was still Victorian or Edwardian maybe. You

25 know my father -- Ive never seen him except when he
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was in his nightgown without stiff collar and neck

tie. When he went hiking he would wear business

suit stiff collar neck tie and Oxford. know he

didnt have sports shirt didnt exist in that kind of

an environment nor do remember the parents of my

friends ever wearing sports shirt. Maybe took tie

off. And they only had really one -- they had lot of

family but they were not in Frankfurt. They were

scattered in Paris and in Berlin and in Mannheim

10 predominantly but they only had really one family they

11 were friends with. They were Jewish. And he got out

12 because he had sign in Buchenwald that they would be

13 out of the country in three months. He got out.

14 Q. You said you were protected in the early 30s so

15 you really dont know what was going on. How did your

16 parents protect you then

17 A. Well they would try not to talk too much in front

18 of me. But could see naturally -- but the escalation

19 was -- it was counter and jump because very soon after

20 Hitler took over you would see signs in restaurants

21 Jews are not desired in this establishment and there

22 would be writing with soap or whatever they used

23 probably paint. dont think the Germans had

24 discovered soap writing or it probably comes off too

25 easy on Jewish stores. Jewish store. Do not
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patronize. And sometimes for few days esaigart was

in front of the store or stores. It wasnt escapable

but since didnt really hear my parents they were

very protective. They never argued.

Thirteen years lived with them never

seen them argue in front of me. They must have had

disagreements but not in front of the child and since

didnt see them going into state of alarm presumed

saw this as an escalation or rather large alarm

10 escalation but not too threatening in the beginning.

11 This began after 36 37 and naturally after the

12 Kristallnacht there was no more doubt.

13 Q. Were they more open with you about that after it

14 got worse or did they maintain their silence with you

15 about it

16 A. Well my father was in concentration camp.

17 knew it and knew the anxiety of my mother trying to

18 get him out and for the month or two that still lived

19 with them before went to France after he got out of

20 the concentration camp was very aware of the

21 desperate attempts you know smuggling of soap

22 diamonds buying visas.

23 After had left 1940 or so they

24 confiscated the clothes my fathers accounts and they

25 were blocked. We couldnt get money. And to live --
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maybe left that out -- the amount the good Germans

met -- and met number of them after the war -- but

there was good German in Frankfurt. His name was

Joseph Schtumpf. He was an architect. And he moved

in with us. He rented room. Our apartment seemed to

be too large an apartment. He was non-Jewish. He

became good friend of all of us. He was bachelor.

He did spend his evenings talking politics with my

father or playing cards.

10 During the night of the Kristallnacht he

11 moved out. Before then for while he was an architect

12 at the Siegfried line you know German defense line

13 and remember him coming home for visits on weekends or

14 so and there were all the maps or so. They were just

15 lying on the table and if anybody had found out that he

16 leaves his top secret maps in the house of Jew -- and

17 his pistol was on top of it -- they would have caught

18 him right there and then.

19 Well he never moved back. He couldnt

20 after Kristallnacht but we were in contact constantly

21 and when my fathers accounts were blocked he employed

22 my father with considerable risk would say as

23 bookkeeper so he could pay him so they could pay rent

24 and food. And after my parents were transported he

25 sent the money and he showed me when visited him
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after the war 1945 -- because went to Frankfurt all

the time because headquarters SHAPE headquarters

Supreme Headquarters allied Expeditionary Force

Eisenhowers seat was in Frankfurt he showed me in the

meticulous form the Germans are receipt from his money

order that he had sent my mother.

And she had signed it while she was either

in Wharf or wherever she was. forgot what the address

was. He stayed to the bitter end and totally --

10 couldnt have been oblivious. But to him this was more

11 important. He is the five percent that took on danger

12 for humanity. have his name inscribed in Yad

13

14 Q. You said when your father came back from Buchenwald

15 that he didnt speak for couple of weeks. Did he then

16 speak to you after

17 A. All he told me -- told the family -- dont think

18 he told my wife -- my wife -- my mother his wife --

19 that interesting anyway dont think he told her what

20 he saw. All we heard him say Its horrible. Its

21 horrible. It is undescribable.

22 Q. But did he tell you

23 A. No.

24 Q. No.

25 A. Just it was horrible. It was horrible. It was
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undescribable. have book diary from Buchenwald

at home every day what happened in Buchenwald. To this

day cant read it.

Q. Was it written by your father

A. No no. It is published -- an American book in

English.

THE VIDEOGRAPHER Lets take break.

Pause.

A. There is one item to feed in. When it became

10 apparent more to my wife even than to me that needed

11 some therapy because of the colitis and also because she

12 realized lot of things were unresolved she encouraged

13 me. am thankful for it. went to number of

14 psychiatrists psychologists and some were quite well

15 known but they couldnt -- they couldnt get to it and

16 maybe maybe also felt that if hadnt been through

17 that experience you cant really simulate it no matter

18 how sensitive person. My wife is extremely sensitive

19 and sensible and knowledgeable.

20 And still am sure that feel that

21 something in spite of all the efforts you will not

22 really be able to ever understand and that may be one

23 of the reasons also why kept this not secret but

24 didnt make big to do about it. eventually saw

25 psychiatrist who was in Dachau an imprisoned Jew and
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even he he helped me in certain ways but never

really -- he never focused on the loss of my parents

which am convinced today is the root of much that is

unresolved until began to see friend only about

year ago maybe year and half ago and this friend

is Viennese.

He didnt lose his parents. He went to

France and then to America. He didnt lose his parents

but somehow of all the people have worked with he was

10 the only one who really tuned in on that and began to

11 feel it. And whats interesting he said -- he had

12 such -- he was pulled out suddenly from Vienna with his

13 parents and he had such an anger in him and he didnt

14 know what to do with it.

15 And one day he was in some play therapy

16 acting out and it was convention said anybody

17 volunteer will do something. And he says he doesnt

18 know why but his arm went up and he volunteered. And

19 they said What would you like to work through or act

20 through

21 He said would like to work leaving

22 Vienna in the train leaving my nurse maid behind who

23 was the most important person in my life. The family

24 was very rich so they didnt spend that much time

25 together. never finished day in my life. And then
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on the train station she had to stay behind like my

father and not only that his mother said Do not look

right and do not look left. Look just like that. Look

at me. She was sitting opposite him. Dont look out

the window. Dont do anything.

He said thats when he developed huge

peripheral vision because he could not look straight

ahead and see very well whats going on here and there

were lot of uniformed Nazis and they were all over.

10 You know Germany was really police state and Austria.

11 And that image is so engraved that he said want to

12 play saying good bye at the railway station.

13 So some people were designated as Nazis

14 bystanders and the nurse maid and suppose his mother.

15 And he said very soon into starting he went into such

16 rage such rage that it lasted for hours in front of

17 everybody. And after that he felt at peace. So he

18 thought maybe it would be good for me to do that. So he

19 is teaching at graduate school of psychology in

20 Liberia. He said Why dont you come over and we will

21 do some play acting maybe it will help.

22 said dont think it will knowing

23 myself. just cant let go like that but would be

24 willing to give it try. And so we did that year ago

25 maybe. And he set up various kinds of scenes and was
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able to select the people wanted from his class was

in front of class and selected French woman to be

my mother French much younger naturally student.

And we did all kinds of scenes saying good bye to my

parents saying -- being angry at Nazis and so on. The

anger never came out.

It was easy for me to say good bye to my

parents and to feel it and to cry and to be really

disconsolate but when it came to arguing with the play

10 acting Nazis -- one scene was the 10th of November where

11 they came to take my father away. And started to

12 scream and the words -- couldnt find words either

13 in English or in German. just couldnt find the

14 words.

15 Q. Did the scream help

16 A. started to scream at them you know saying you

17 bastards or something like that but very soon was at

18 loss of words and never went at it with my fists as

19 some people do you know.

20 And as am sure hadnt been so scared

21 at the same time after all the guy who picked up my

22 father wore leather coat you know Gestapo badge

23 going to hit him Much too scared. Only the Nazis hit.

24 So it didnt create the release that he had hoped for

25 so it is still within me. But he is the first
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professional -- and he has also been friend of mine

for many many years -- that was able to really examine

the roots of what penalties still carry with me.

Q. Well when did you think you went into denial

A. Right after my parents. Maybe when they picked up

my father probably before 10th of November 38.

Q. And you started playing the games and being the

comedian

A. Right. always did comedy thing but silly

10 children stuff but to do it when my father was in the

11 concentration camp and my mother was obviously

12 despairing she showed so much courage and again she

13 probably didnt cry. saw her cry bit but not very

14 much. She probably did it mostly when wasnt with her

15 in the room in the bedroom lets say. Thats when

16 started.

17 Q. When you said good bye to your mother do you think

18 it was manly thing not to do not to cry

19 A. No. No am very comfortable with people crying

20 including myself. There are times when see something

21 or read something -- few weeks ago something happened

22 and went in the bedroom and cried something to do

23 with separation think. No she just didnt want me

24 to see her her despair.

25 Q. And did you think you felt that so you wouldnt
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break down when you left her or did you --

A. Yeah. made myself believe very strongly and

naturally evidence was that would see them again that

they would be able to get out just not as fast as go

to England and would see them in England.

Q. Do you remember what your father said to you at the

train

A. Yes. He gave me motto and to the extent

possible have lived by it and have given similar

10 mottos to my children. He said in German Du rect

11 fuerth eneiman meaning do the right thing and then

12 you dont have to be afraid of anybody. But it doesnt

13 always work that way didnt work for him.

14 There is another interesting motto in

15 France while we were in the South of France after the

16 Germans had marched in at one point conflict

17 developed between two groups of adults the directoress

18 French woman and her German parliamore professor

19 from Vienna. She was not Jewish. She was Catholic. He

20 was Jewish. And their courtier developed against many

21 others and openly decided as kid with the other

22 group it became known felt the other group was right

23 the conflict the chasm laws dont know. And was

24 threatened by this parliamore. If put my nose again

25 into the business of the adults which was not my
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business they would hand me over to the Germans. As

you can imagine did not become involved again.

Q. These were people who were in the organization

A. Oh yeah the parliamore the lover he was my

professor of classic and German languages in the school

that we organized. Sure he was part of the

administration.

And then left. This is what brought it

to mind he said Ernst lets take walk. So we

10 walked in the forest and he said he was happy for me

11 and all is forgiven and he gave me little yellow

12 slip which also cant find and in the yellow slip

13 he had written in Greek quotation lovlubes foclus

14 and he had translated it and it meant only through

15 suffering is man educated. did my share.

16 Q. How did you feel about it when you received it

17 A. am sure had two feelings. On one hand am

18 sure felt he was bastard not only for threatening

19 me. He was not good person. And at the same time in

20 way felt certain resonance with that motto that

21 he gave me.

22 Q. Let me go back little bit. You lived in

23 non-Jewish area

24 A. Where In Germany

25 Q. Yeah.
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A. Yeah. Frankfurt was not the biggest Jewish

community. Berlin was by far. Berlin had 50000 Jews.

Frankfurt had little bit over 30 but it was very --

it was maybe the most -- certainly the most famous

dominant Jewish of big Jewish movements came out of

Frankfurt not out of Berlin. So the Jewish Community

Frankfurt was very prominent but far from dominant.

Frankfurt had 500000 people 550 maybe like

San Francisco and 30000 of them were Jews but very

10 prominent all the synagogues and Jewish schools.

11 Q. How many Jewish families lived in your apartment

12 A. Just the physician just Levinson and us so there

13 were three floors four floors two families on each

14 floor so there were eight -- well except the physician

15 had the main floor. Part of it was residence and part

16 of it was his office so seven families two out of

17 seven. And we did not live in particular Jewish

18 neighborhood because we moved near where my fathers

19 business was so he didnt have to commute by trolley.

20 He could walk to work.

21 Q. How were you treated by the non-Jews in your

22 building

23 A. All remember is they did not do anything against

24 us. think one family was Nazi family and they were

25 very aloof but the rest were German didnt support us
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you know but didnt -- were formally courteous which

is what Germans are basically or used to be. Nazis are

not.

Q. How about non-Jewish friends

A. Well those had to give up. Next door was the

two kids two boys and played with them every day

practically except when was with Jewish friends and

one day the mother came and said that the Hitler Youth

had forbidden their sons to play with Jews and so we

10 couldnt see other again. And that too took in

11 stride. If it was one thing learned was to take

12 things in stride whatever penalty paid for it but

13 hadnt learned that wouldnt have survived.

14 mean this was necessary defense to survive. It is

15 just that you became so part of my defense that have

16 difficulties to this day of letting go of that defense.

17 Q. What did you substitute for those two kids

18 A. All my Jewish friends. saw -- had think two

19 or three Jewish friends and saw them much more often.

20 Q. When the architect moved in why did your parents

21 rent out the room to him Was it because of money

22 A. Well times were economically pretty hard

23 depression you know. My father bought out his

24 companion his coowner and so obviously they didnt

25 have that much money. So this helped and we had
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large apartment for German. visited with my wife in

1968 believe. We went to Europe France and went to

see Joseph Schtumph in Frankfurt and the house still

stands. Also the balconies have fallen down. They are

blasted off and the glass the colored glass entrance

had been smashed and there was plain entrance but it

had been fairly elegant neighborhood.

Two houses down was the villa of the

director general of IG Faben had become rundown

10 neighborhood but we walked up the staircase and

11 remember the decorations. There was sort of wall

12 decoration. Part of it was woven in Swastika which was

13 there long before the Nazis just like the Chinese and

14 Indians used Swastikas. It was still there.

15 And we knocked on the door of what used to

16 be our apartment and looked at it and remember the

17 rooms were palatial high ceiling very large rooms.

18 You probably could play football in room memory.

19 looked at them and said Cant be the same room.

20 But thats common you know. Things look bigger to

21 children than to adults.

22 Q. Did you -- wait minute. Did you see Hitler very

23 often those --

24 A. Yeah. saw him every time he was in town because

25 he lived in room with balcony right opposite our
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dining room with its balcony.

Q. How many feet away was that approximately do you

think

A. Sixty.

Q. Were you able to observe him overtly or did you

have to --

A. No. There was thousands of people milling on the

street somebody looking out the window. But do

remember it became obligatory to display the German

10 flag and so my parents bought the old German flag

11 black white red the German flags under the Kaiser and

12 so forth but naturally didn1t show Haddencoitz and

13 eventually it became very obvious as the only balcony

14 home that didnt have Haddencoitz. And then

15 finally they didnt even show that flag any more.

16 And then though would never go in the

17 street if you drove through town again thousands of

18 people would mill thousands. And the way it was in

19 Germany is sort of the way you see royal procession

20 from Buckingham you know one soldier every three or

21 four feet and wherever Hitler went there was one party

22 member or soldier every two or three feet three or four

23 feet. would never do that.

24 Q. Did you move around in the crowd yourself

25 A. didnt go.
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Q. You didnt go. You just stayed in your home

A. Yeah. was fully aware that this man wanted only

evil for Jewish people. But learned very early how to

cope with it was to -- this partial denial. The

severity of the degree both my parents and certainly

did not recognize until it was much later.

Q. Were you able to get reparations from --

A. Yeah not much. got 5000 Marks which was then

increased think to 10000. Maybe it was even

10 dollars forgot for school money because had to

11 interrupt my education.

12 got 3000 some odd Marks or dollars for

13 the death of my parents. Jews werent very valuable

14 alive or dead even after Hitler. Three thousand five

15 hundred Marks thats trivial and got little bit

16 for the furniture and my father did dissolve the

17 business in the summer of 1938 but we still had lot

18 of inventory and that inventory was confiscated.

19 Actually heard that on the lath of November about

20 twelve Nazis showed up with clubs to destroy all the

21 barrels let the wine flow and steal some of it and we

22 were bitterly disappointed that this winery didnt exist

23 any more.

24 Q. How about the vineyards

25 A. The vineyards existed survived. got the deed to
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them. was declared the owner and then think

turned it in and got $100 or something like that for it.

But never finished telling about the average day

before Hitler.

My father would walk to work. would walk

to school. School was never that far away until went

to the Philanthropine and bicycled go to school

come home for lunch because lunch is the main meal in

Germany go back to school few hours come home and

10 either play or do homework. And then in the evening we

11 had all dinner together and met together for the rest of

12 the evening my father playing cards or talking

13 politics and suppose did homework but the family

14 was together.

15 Q. Did your parents ever go to concerts or anything

16 theater anything like that

17 A. Opera.

18 Q. Opera

19 A. Yeah. saw my first opera which appropriately

20 was Fidelio by Beethoven and it was put on by the

21 Jewish Communty because at that time it was 38. You

22 couldnt go to the opera house any more as Jew or to

23 the grammar theater. So the Jewish Communty put on

24 Fidelio. It was very impressive naturally and we

25 studied it in school.
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Almost everybody went and William

Steinberg who became the conductor of the Buffalo

Symphony he was the conductor. And that and Hansel and

Gretel remember saw and maybe few childrens

theater. That was until came to America. made up

for it very fast. became an usher at the opera house

before went into the Army so for year and half or

two years saw every opera every ballet every

symphony. It came to town went.

10 Q. Did you have to wear the stock

11 A. No. left before that became mandatory. However

12 on the passport which took with me to France was

13 bigJ.

14 Q. When you were in France and you were -- and your

15 story about breaking the bottles of milk did you ever

16 get chance to speak to the French farmers to find out

17 what their reaction was how they felt about you

18 about --

19 A. No.

20 Q. Never did

21 A. No.

22 Q. Just strictly business

23 A. Well you must remember the French are relatively

24 taciturn anyway they even more so towards foreigner.

25 Even though my French was pretty good by that time
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was foreigner and they knew it. And they knew that

we were Jews and the French farmer was heavily

anti-Sematic anyway and in the present climate this

was fashionable so it was very business.

However have dear friend who came to

America with me. He is year or two younger and

lived -- he died some years ago of cancer. He instead

of going to school he didnt want to be student even

though he was only 12 13. So he took minimum of

10 classes and the rest he worked for the French farmer

11 near where our home was. And they treated him well. He

12 ate well. He never ate with us.

13 So they allowed him these farmers allowed

14 him to work with them but for the rest of us it was

15 pretty business like. would go there knock on the

16 door say Do you have any milk They knew already.

17 We had listing of farmers we went to within circle

18 of maybe couple miles and they would be quite

19 friendly. They would say Yes. We can give you some

20 or No we dont have any.

21 Q. Did you get any other food from them or just the

22 milk

23 A. Just milk.

24 Q. Just the milk.

25 A. No the administration bought food. dont know
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where they got it. As said there was almost no meat.

It was predominantly tipianbour. It was rotting. The

French produced so much of it they didnt need it and

the Germans didnt want it. They confiscated everything

else including potatoes just didnt need tipianbour.

When came to America had such hunger

for potatoes that people came to see me eat. Thats no

joke. Friends of the family would say to my aunt when

are you making mash potatoes for Ernst They would come

10 just in wonder. was starved and we developed sores

11 that wouldnt heal. mosquito bite invariably became

12 big sore. To the average my leg had maybe seven sores

13 each and my arms and we accepted that as part of life.

14 Q. What about radio did you get radio

15 A. In Germany yeah we had radio.

16 Q. How about in France

17 A. In Germany we did lot of listening to foreign

18 stations like Paree Patetee short waive and

19 Bratislava. London EEC dont think we listened to

20 maybe because none of us understood English and my

21 mother spoke French.

22 In France you know dont remember any

23 radio but when we were in Paris we probably had some

24 in the house but dont remember any of us children

25 listening to it and certainly in the south of France
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they may have had short waive somewhere. It was

forbidden to have short waive radios but kids didnt

get close to it.

Q. What kind of proper English films did you watch

A. In Germany Olympiat. remember one film we saw

in school was called The Riders The Horseback Riders

of Southwest Africa. Southwest was German colony

which Hitler felt he was going to take back.

Germany had three colonies in Africa some

10 sort of heroic trash about these Germans were being

11 pursued by the English or something and remember

12 almost dying of thirst and finally they broke free and

13 rode into the sunset.

14 Nuremberg petitack the party assembly in

15 Nuremberg and all kinds of stuff like that what

16 didnt see -- and would like to see it today -- is the

17 propaganda film they made out of Foist Rangers novel

18 Jews Zeus. They made propaganda film out of that.

19 But even other films that you saw comedies and so on

20 unless they came from America they always had German

21 morality woven into it somewhere.

22 Q. How many refugees were on the ship when you

23 came

24 A. think the ship normally carried something like

25 120 plus cargo and for this trip it had over 2000. We
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had to compare favorably -- when went with the Army

to Europe sailed on the Queen Mary when it was in

Long Beach. And the Queen Mary dont know how many

people it normally accommodated but it had 15000

troops on it and about 8000 beds bunks. So you slept

alternate nights on deck. And it became so cold -- it

was December -- it became so cold that we just couldnt

stand it on deck and we all slept in the hallways and

in the toilets and wherever you could find place. So

10 learned early about crowded ships.

11 Q. When you first came on the first ship when you

12 first came to the United States did you go to New York

13 A. Yes yes. It was called the SS musino We went

14 into quarantine at some Jewish institution on Amsterdam

15 Avenue. remember that. It was the first experience

16 with heat wave and sleeping on the street and in

17 balconies.

18 They didnt have air conditioning. And

19 they checked us and they were all going to put us --

20 keep us in quarantine because we all tested positive to

21 diptheria and some other disease scarlet fever

22 believe and it was big brouhaha until -- fortunately

23 our director and his wife were already in America. They

24 had escaped earlier. They were smuggled out by the

25 underground. And she was physician. When she read
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about that she ran and said Listen they -- obviously

they will test positive because the French Army had

immunized us with shots. So we tested positive. So we

were released.

Q. And where did you go after

A. stayed for few days for week or two in

New York. Then we were all shipped to the various

foster homes and mine was with my family in

San Francisco. So they shipped us first to Home

10 Rotarris the Jewish orphanage here in San Francisco

11 and we had to stay there week or ten days and another

12 physical exam and dental exam and processing and

13 formed friendship with the director there and we

14 stayed friends until he died. Then was friends with

15 his son. Bonaparte was his name. And then they

16 released me to my uncle and aunt.

17 Q. How long had your uncle and aunt been in

18 San Francisco

19 A. They left in late 38 before Kristallnacht so mid

20 September or so.

21 Q. Was that the uncle that was in the same business as

22 your father

23 A. No. He went to New York.

24 Q. Was he maternal uncle or paternal

25 A. No. It is paternal aunt who was my fathers
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sister. And she treated me like son very generous.

And must give credit to her husband who was pretty

courageous in some way. He had been -- wife and

daughter and had been the cock of the walk and they

werent that well off.

They werent really wealthy in Germany and

had taken very little with them. And they both tailored

to make ends meet and they took me in. It was

economically possibly bit of hardship. However they

10 got $35 from the orphanage per month for me and

11 worked since practically the day arrived here and

12 turned all my money over. But it was psychological

13 courage to now all of sudden share his home with

14 another man especially teenager who is often hard to

15 get along with. Sometimes goaded my uncle. it is not

16 something am particularly proud of today but the

17 competition somehow got so that -- dont know

18 what -- but sometimes goaded him.

19 Q. Were there any other children in the household

20 A. Yeah my cousin.

21 Q. When did you become citizen

22 A. In the Army. Right away told them they are not

23 going to send me anywhere as was stateless. didnt

24 have German citizenship didnt have my French any

25 more but that was valid only while lived in France
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and was not going to be sent to Europe. The Pacific

didnt want to go. So it was almost routine after was

in the Army for two months they hauled me into circuit

court in Kalamazoo Michigan and with two other

soldiers the judge swore us in. That was that.

Q. You joined up

A. It was sort of combination of joining up and

being drafted. You know volunteered to be drafted

early but then said want to finish my second

10 semester in college. So they let me finish that and

11 they put me in.

12 Q. What were your prewar aspirations as far as

13 profession Did you have any

14 A. Yeah suppose so. was always strong in math

15 and sciences and decided that would become an

16 engineer. This was not well-planned career. It so

17 happened liked to take things apart clocks.

18 couldnt put them together again but would take them

19 apart.

20 In fact the mother of friend of mine

21 would always hide all clocks before arrived because

22 Ernst is going to take them apart and we dont have

23 clock. So between mathematics and liking to take

24 things apart trivial things those were simple days

25 you didnt think that much became an engineer didnt
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last that long but did become an engineer. am

still registered as professional engineer but

suppose for the fun of it. You give me an engineering

problem wouldnt guarantee anything.

Q. Do you think this could ever happen again

A. Yeah. Well it happened in Poland after the war

Killshee massacred 45 42 Jews year after the war.

There was violent antiSemitism all over the Russian

block antiSemitism in much of the Muslim world.

10 dont -- think as psychologist only

11 the most civilized and even then maybe if we scratch

12 hard dont we have somebody that we like to blame more

13 than ourselves It is so much easier if you have an

14 external target. And thats true with all

15 civilizations. Only very noble people dont and so

16 persecution and killing is not really stopped. Look at

17 Thailand. Look at the Pacific. It has diminished as

18 far as Jews are concerned because they ran away from

19 where they were exposed.

20 have enough confidence in America that

21 dont think official programs would take place here.

22 dont think our people have that built-in antiSemitism.

23 Q. Against Jews

24 A. Yeah and antiSemitism at least not in the

25 foreseeable future. But dont deny that possibility
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in other places of the world.

Q. What was the worst thing that has happened to you

when you were there in Europe

A. Loss of my parents without doubt. was very

close to them. Even though my father was somewhat

aloof person he never made me doubt for moment about

his intense love and care for me. It was his great joy

to see me and to have me recite poetry to him and kiss

him good night every night. was very close. If

10 hadnt been that close dont think -- well it is

11 tragedy for any child.

12 It is an even stronger tragedy when you

13 have had very close relationship with your parents.

14 dont think anything in my life including eventual

15 death would be quite as tragic as the close loss of my

16 parents under those conditions.

17 Q. Whats the worst thing that you ever did

18 A. Maybe withhold -- withhold so much of myself from

19 family. mean am loving. spend lots of time with

20 my children. They know love them deeply. love my

21 wife very very much but still am not all there some

22 of the time.

23 Q. My question was going to be What was the worst

24 thing you ever did other than withholding What is the

25 worst thing you ever did beside that
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A. Well you should have given me warning. am

sure friends and relatives can tell you lot about my

worst things that did. dont see anything --

didnt do any particular lying or cheating.

Q. Let me ask you You just reminded me you said you

gave your girlfriend that slice of bread. Did she get

any bread from that --

A. Oh no. This boy brought back one at most two

loaves and so he just shared it with his intimate

10 friends wasnt enough to go for the whole home.

11 Q. Could have given her half you gave her whole.

12 You said when you went to Dachau that you were very

13 kind to the Germans. When you think back on that --

14 A. Oh thats -- well you see whats the worst thing

15 you did. The question there is an act of commission

16 that think of rather than omission and here omitted

17 letting them -- dont believe even to this day that

18 wanted to kick them with life about anything like

19 that but could have let them know who am and what

20 am and what their contribution was to me and the

21 world.

22 Q. Did you realize at the time that you were sitting

23 on those feelings were you aware of that at all inside

24 yourself

25 A. knew something wasnt right. knew that
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shouldnt quite behave like that.

Q. So you knew early on that you were denying the

experience

A. didnt know about -- dont think that my

knowledge included the psychological process. All

knew is that it wasnt quite right and that was doing

it.

Q. How long did it take you to -- when did you finally

let some of this surface Was there time

10 A. Oh there was some anger after left this

11 particular battalion that had been with during the

12 war and joined the intelligence service. And

13 participated in the Nuremberg trials as an observer. As

14 an officer could get in.

15 met Goering but didnt talk to him on

16 stairway tiny little stairway. He was coming up was

17 going down and didnt say anything. He was under guard

18 and probably should have spit or something but at that

19 time became aware that there was lot going on but

20 didnt know what but didnt become aware until much

21 later.

22 Q. Did you work for the intelligence because you were

23 multi-lingal

24 A. Yeah.

25 Q. So you spoke German French
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A. And some English.

Q. And some English

A. About as much English as speak now.

Q. Did you get battlefield commission

A. Yeah sort of. Well it wasnt really battlefield.

All the battles fought as what is called infantryman

first class private first class and was actually

demoted from private first class back to private because

my commanding officer got cold and insisted it was my

10 fault. Thats another story. No got commissioned

11 when joined intelligence. They promoted me very

12 rapidly to corporal and sergeant and then commission.

13 Q. When you came on the boat to the United States was

14 it rough trip Do you remember the weather or what

15 kind of scenes you had encountered

16 A. It was smooth sailing. It was reasonably sunny if

17 remember. It was very small boat loaded to the

18 rafters and it wasnt that smooth so that here was the

19 first -- well had been in Portugal for week before

20 shipping out and there we received good food was very

21 good food on the ship but couldnt eat.

22 Q. Why was that

23 A. Sea sick so that we would sit down and they would

24 serve soup and we would start eating the soup and not

25 very hungry and off we went to the railing. It is also
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possible that our stomachs had been so shrunken and the

rich food that we just couldnt -- couldnt cope with

it.

Q. So were you very thin when you came to the

United States

A. Yeah. was nice and slender sort of like Si.

Q. Thanks. Tell us about your family now your wife

when did you meet et cetera your children

A. met my wife through common friend man who

10 used to spend weekends. had fairly nice in fact

11 very nice bachelors apartment in the Berkeley Hills

12 and had guest room and he would often come from out

13 of town and spend the weekend there. And he also

14 borrowed money for me which he never paid back. And so

15 think he felt guilty.

16 So one day he came to me and he said

17 know these two nice Jewish girls. think you would

18 enjoy meeting them.

19 said Okay. So we made blind date

20 and drove up. She lived in Loishad just graduated

21 year ago though she is 12 years younger than am

22 and drove up and took them. Lois and her sister

23 were visiting during the summer Marcia. We had dinner

24 at my -- some friends. invited some friends and Lois

25 had made the meal and thats how we met. And Marcia
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six years younger than Lois so Marcia was 16 something

like that and she said Look how fancy he lives. Look

at the fancy car he drives. drove big Dodge

convertible. He is rich. Marry him and thats why we

got married.

Q. Can you tell us little bit about your children

A. Let me say little bit more about Lois. My wife

is concert pianist and teacher and personally think

exceedingly fine pianist. She is also an exceedingly

10 fine person. If it had been only it is very likely

11 that my social life would have been rather limited to

12 few friends like my parents.

13 But my wife is very outgoing very social

14 person very generous person and she makes friends

15 easily. And so my social life is much much enriched

16 because of the friends that my wife makes. To put up

17 with me is not easy. recognize that. She deserves

18 all the credit can give for that.

19 Our children Pretty marvelous. think

20 all parents think that way and they should and they

21 are just great girls. One just finished graduating from

22 Brown University with high honors and is in Israel right

23 now on the Outsmart Program.

24 Q. What is her name

25 A. Rachel -- and thats work study program sponsored
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by the Jewish Communities -- she will be there for

minimum of ten months. And as mentioned before she

went to college back East. It was never difficult to

see them go. knew they would come back and at the

most in the summer. She went to Ecuador wasnt

difficult because she is going to be there three months

and come back. She left for Israel three four weeks

ago. It didnt occur to me as mentioned before until

afterwards it brought back memories and was very

10 difficult for me to see her go that far away.

11 Q. Because of the dangers there

12 A. Not so much that just the distance the

13 separation. it is another country. Even though it is

14 Israel it reminds me of leaving Germany for France. It

15 is another country. It somehow makes the dimension

16 bigger probably would be more difficult for me lets

17 say to know her in Ecuador for an extended period of

18 time or whatever is 3000 miles south than New York or

19 Rhode Island where she went to college.

20 Her future is uncertain. She is very

21 Jewish very committed as Jew was very active in

22 Helo at Brown University makes friends like my wife

23 right and left wonderful person rich person sings

24 plays the cello plays the guitar. She took her guitar

25 with her to Israel. She is remarkable young woman
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not that we havent had our bit of grief but

relatively -- we are relatively lucky. We lucked out.

And the younger one goes to Columbia. Her

name is Lila which we called her because my wife --

was quite dark when was young. My skin was olive and

my hair was dark brown sort of like yours and my wife

is very dark. And we thought we sure enough would have

very dark children. Rachel is dark but wasnt as dark

as we thought she would be. So the second one would be

10 really dark. So we call her Lila beauty of the night.

11 She is blond very fetching blond and

12 she is studying English as major with veterinary

13 science or preparing for veterinary science as minor

14 very gifted musically on the violin and for short

15 while we had our own trio my wife on the piano the

16 older daughter cello and the younger one violin and

17 Brahms. dont know if there are any trios by Mozart

18 Brahms. think Schubert.

19 It didnt last long because the older one

20 left and the younger one after she won relatively

21 prestigious prize just before she finished high school

22 came home from giving concert with an orchestra and

23 prize and came home put her fiddle in the case and

24 said thats it. think she is just discovering Judaism

25 again.
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She is now junior and she is taking

course just told us last night it is Jewish ethics

course in Jewish ethics. And think both the music and

the Jewishness will probably come back to her slowly

now. For while there she was rebel. She was never

anti and she always enjoyed Kiddush on Friday night

but she wouldnt go to Shabbat services and even the

high holidays would generally not find her in synagogue.

She is also wonderful kid intelligent gifted. They

10 are very close to their parents. And am sure much of

11 that credit also goes to my wife.

12 Q. You dont take any of it

13 A. Some. said much. Oh probably to be more

14 accurate think more than 50 percent of the credit goes

15 to my wife and dont want to estimate so much.

16 Q. Well thank you very much for --

17 A. Well let me --

18 Q. Oh. You have something else to say

19 A. Just no. Ernst Puppernick this director wrote

20 book about the experiences in France and out -- called

21 Out of the Fire. It is out of print and it is very

22 gripping story sort of his biography while he was in

23 France and some extent in America and includes much of

24 my own biography and am very very frequently quoted.

25 dont know where he got these quotes but
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there are half pages of quotes from me and many others.

Sometimes am identified by name and sometimes only

orthodox boy. was orthodox while was in France

because the orphanage was an orthodox orphanage and so

my parents said when go with them they said they have

taken you out. You stay with them. If they are

orthodox you are orthodox and so until came to

America was orthodox.

Anyway in the epilogue he talks about

10 having buried all his diaries before and pictures and

11 records and everything else before setting out for

12 southern France after the German invasion and it

13 wasnt -- he couldnt go back.

14 He couldnt go back to unearth it just

15 didnt have the heart for it partially because the

16 man -- one of his assistants with whom he had buried had

17 died and he says cant go and unearth it without

18 this man there because after all he is not there with

19 me.

20 And so many years later it says many years

21 after we had left Laina his wife who was our doctor

22 in France and became well-known psychiatrist in

23 New York rented car and drove out from Paris the

24 same drive had made hundred times before and now it

25 seemed to different. The little village of Swasie at
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the edge of Momoncie had changed so much that we

actually passed the old grounds by and no wonder. Where

the Villa Le Terrell once stood there was now huge

modern housing development. We still werent sure we

had the right place until we saw the name that was

carved into the pillar at the entrance Le Terrell it

said Home of Children. Even though saw it it is

private apartment.

This new Terrell was even larger on the

10 whole than ours had been. The tall poplin houses took

11 up only about half the grounds. The other half had been

12 set aside for childrens park. We had arrived around

13 noon on warm summer day and the place was teaming

14 with children young children not much different in age

15 than ours had been.

16 It was total disorientation so much it was

17 the same and so much was totally different. And then

18 Laina pointed there just beyond the wall that divided

19 the apartment house from the park stood our old

20 infirmary the same infirmary where Laina had spent so

21 many of her hours which now looked old and shabby and

22 somehow well inappropriate.

23 At the entrance of the park she suddenly

24 stopped and said Ernst come over here. Read this.

25 Set into the wall was gleaming plaque. must say
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went -- the last time was in France with my children

and Lois we drove by there and we went to the Villa

where had lived. It is called Obohn It is about

mile away. And this old street which we walked every

Shabbat because we walked all the way to the synagogue

knew it by heart. It was not recognized supermarkets

and all that kind of stuff.

And as was driving along said tWell

somehow they must be here must be around here and

10 stopped the car and got out. Nothing that could

11 recognize nothing. And crossed the street and

12 suddenly was in front. had stopped exactly where

13 the Terrell had been. was in front of this memorial.

14 The memorial read in French and translated Dedicated to

15 the Children of Swasie heroes of the resistance by

16 the grateful population in honor of Maurice Richar

17 Captain of the Free French Forces ardent socialist

18 militant accomplished outdoorsman hero of the

19 underground shot at Mudhaus in 1944 at the age of

20 32. And then Ernst continues.

Maurice Richar had been deputy mayor

22 one of our greatest supporters and later on it appeared

23 one of Terrells underground fighters. Laina turned to

24 the children who were playing all around us. Do you

25 know what this inscription means she asked them Do you
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know why this development is called the House of

Children

But of course said little girl who

was skipping rope it is because of the brave children

of Terrell who lived here through the bombs. He

continues. How in the world Laina could she know

about that It had been 15 years we were here. She

hadnt been born yet. They were all babbling then only

too eager to share their knowledge with pair of

10 passing strangers. Why wouldnt we know about it Our

11 teachers told us about it at school. And while we stood

12 there they gave us the full history of the children of

13 Momoncie We had become part of their curriculum.

14 They taught about us in school from our children to

15 their children. What better monument could we have

16 asked than that

17 And thats why think it needs sharing.

18 Q. Thank you Ernst. Thank you.

19 Tape concluded.

20

21

22

23

24

25
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